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ABSTRACT

Aim: To investigate the inter-observer agreement on phenotypic Early Onset Ataxia (EOA) 

assessment and to explore whether the Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia (SARA) could 

provide a supportive marker.

Methods: Seven movement disorder specialists provided independent phenotypic assessments 

of potentially ataxic motor behaviour in 40 patients (mean age 15y [range 5–34]; data derived 

from University Medical Center Groningen medical records 1998–2012). We determined inter-

observer agreement by Fleiss’ kappa. Furthermore, we compared percentage SARA sub-scores 

([sub-score/total score] × 100%) between “indisputable” (primary ataxia recognition by at least six 

observers) and “mixed” (ataxia recognition, unfulfilling “indisputable” criteria) EOA phenotypes.

Results: Agreement on phenotypic EOA assessment was statistically significant (p<0.001), but 

of moderate strength (Fleiss’ kappa=0.45; 95% CI 0.38–0.51). During mild disease progression, 

percentage SARA gait sub-scores discriminated between “indisputable” and “mixed” EOA 

phenotypes. In patients with percentage SARA gait sub-scores >30%, primary ataxia was more 

frequently present than in those with sub-scores <30% (p=0.001).

Interpretation: Among movement disorder professionals from different disciplines, inter-

observer agreement on phenotypic EOA recognition is of limited strength. SARA gait sub-scores 

can provide a supportive discriminative marker between EOA phenotypes. Hopefully, future 

phenotypic insight will contribute to the inclusion of uniform, high-quality data in international 

EOA databases.
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INTRODUCTION

Ataxia is described by an impairment of the smooth performance of goal-directed movements,1 

resulting in impaired “unconscious” decision making about balance, speed, force, and direction 

of intended movements.2–4 Intentional motor behaviour may thus be affected by ataxic limb 

movements (intention and action tremor, dysdiadochokinesis, rebound, hypermetria), trunk 

movements (with staggering, swaying and titubation), eye movements (nystagmus, saccades, 

over- and undershoot), and speech (dysarthria, dysrhytmia). The underlying neuropathology 

involves abnormal spinal afferent input and/or cerebellar dysfunction, hampering multisensory 

fine-tuning and timing of motor output. In the literature, the concept of “early onset ataxia” 

(EOA) is used to define the initiation of ataxia before the 25th year of life.5,6 The estimated EOA 

prevalence is about 14.6 per 100.000.7 As implicated by the large range in the age at onset, 

there is an enormous variety in underlying (genetic and metabolic) disorders. In this perspective, 

international EOA databases aim to (1) provide insight in the longitudinal disease course, (2) 

identify new genes, (3) design new treatment strategies, and (4) characterize uniform and 

transparent markers for disease monitoring. In the absence of a “criterion standard”, EOA patient 

inclusion will depend on subjective phenotypic recognition of ataxia. This process is complex 

for several reasons. In young children, it is well-known that the physiological maturation of the 

nervous system can cause a phenotypic “overlap” between immature motor behaviour and 

initiating signs of ataxia.8–10 Furthermore, in young children, EOA concurs frequently with features 

of other movement disorders,11–13 resulting in “mixed” ataxic phenotypes. Finally, the EOA concept 

involves a large range in the age at onset, implicating the presence of heterogeneous underlying 

etiologies, which are likely to differ between young children and adults.

In the present study, we reasoned that international EOA databases need uniformly agreeable, 

high-quality data. This implies that professionals from various disciplines should be able to 

agree on phenotypic EOA inclusion. To the best of our knowledge, data about interdisciplinary 

phenotypic EOA inter-observer agreement are still incomplete. Furthermore, we reasoned 

that reproducible, quantitative EOA scales could provide a supportive marker for phenotypic 

EOA assessment. Detailed insight in phenotypic determination may provide conditions for 

inclusion of high-quality data in international databases, and may subsequently allow accurate 

data interpretation of innovative genetic techniques.14 In the present study, we thus aimed to 

determine (1) the inter-observer agreement on phenotypic EOA assessment and (2) whether the 

Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia (SARA)15 parameters could provide a supportive tool 

for uniform phenotypic EOA assessment.

phenotypic early onset ataxia assessment
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METHODS

Patients
The medical ethical committee of the University Medical Center Groningen (UMCG; the 

Netherlands) approved the study. In UMCG records, we performed a digital search for ataxic 

descriptions over a 15-year period (1998–2012). From the search list, we addressed the first 

40 patients who were scheduled to visit UMCG. In accordance with international criteria for 

EOA databases, we invited patients with potentially congenital, developmental, metabolic, 

degenerative, and/or unknown causes of ataxia starting before the 25th year of life. We excluded 

underlying infectious, traumatic, intoxicative, cerebrovascular, para- and/or neoplastic causes 

of ataxia.16 After informed consent, all 40 patients decided to participate in the present study 

(response rate: 100%).

Study size
Since pilot data on phenotypic EOA agreement are lacking, we based the study size on previously 

published EOA SARA speech data,10 revealing the lowest Intraclass Correlation Coefficient of 

SARA sub-scores.9 As previously indicated in adults,15 a sample size of 36 participants scored by 

three observers achieves 90% power to detect an Intraclass Correlation Coefficient of 0.8, or over 

the null hypothesis of a moderate Intraclass Correlation Coefficient of 0.6 (0.85 published for 

adults),15 using a significance level (alpha) of 0.05.

Assessment
In accordance with previously described methods, we videotaped SARA performances in all 40 

patients and we distributed recordings for independent offline assessment.9 Offline assessments 

involved both phenotypic and quantitative SARA scores, with an intermediate time interval of at 

least 6 months (see text below).

Phenotypic assessment

Seven assessors (i.e. clinicians and/or investigators participating in the UMCG movement disorder 

team) provided independent phenotypic assessments of the videotaped motor behaviour. Each 

assessor indicated whether and, if so, which movement disorder was observed, with a maximum 

of one primary and two secondary movement disorders (i.e. 11 options per participant). In 

accordance with phenotypic results, we assigned patients to an “indisputable” ataxic subgroup 

when at least six of seven observers (≥80%) had assessed the movement disorder as being 

primary ataxic. We assigned patients to a “mixed” ataxic subgroup, when the above-mentioned 

criteria were not met. We excluded patients from analysis when none of the observers 

recognized ataxic features. We determined the inter-observer agreement on (1) the presence 

of ataxia, (2) the recognition of ataxia as the primary feature, and (3) the recognition of ataxia 

as the secondary feature. We subsequently determined inter-observer agreement between 

individual observers and stratified outcomes for pre-defined observer subgroups. Subgroups 
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involved pediatric neurologists (n=2), adult neurologists (n=2), a metabolic pediatrician with 

genetic expertise (n=1), and trainees (n=2). The two trainees were a (final-year) master’s student 

in medicine and a second-year pediatric neurology resident. Both conducted (PhD) research on 

pediatric movement disorders.

Quantitative assessment

SARA represents an ataxia rating scale varying from the “optimum” score zero to the “most 

affected” score 40, with sub-scores in the domains of gait, kinetics, and speech.15 More than 

6 months before phenotypic assessment, three assessors (the two pediatric neurologists and the 

resident in pediatric neurology) had independently assessed SARA (without permission to review 

scores, thereafter). For each child, we calculated the contribution of each of the three SARA sub-

scores (gait, kinetic, speech) to the total SARA score (i.e. for gait: percentage SARA gait sub-score 

= [median SARA gait sub-score/median total SARA score] × 100%; and analogously for the kinetic 

function and speech sub-scores). We determined and compared the mean percentage SARA 

sub-scores between “indisputable” and “mixed” ataxic subgroups. Subsequently, we determined 

and compared the mean percentage SARA sub-scores between pre-defined stages of disease 

progression, involving mild, moderate, and severe disease progression (concerning the lowest 

[<33%], middle [33–67%], and upper third [>67%] part of all total SARA scores, respectively).

Statistical analysis
We used SPSS statistics version 20.0 (IBM SPSS Statistics, Armonk, NY, USA) for statistical analysis. 

We determined normality of age, ataxia duration, ataxia onset, and median total SARA scores 

both graphically and by the Shapiro–Wilk test. Ataxia duration revealed a normal distribution 

(p=0.09), whereas age (p=0.01), age at ataxia onset (p<0.001), and total SARA scores (p<0.01) 

did not reveal a normal distribution. We compared phenotypic and quantitative outcomes after 

stratification for age (≤18y and >18y) and after stratification for “age at ataxia onset” (0–2y, 3–12y, 

13–20y)17 by Mann–Whitney U test and Kruskal–Wallis test, respectively. We compared differences 

between the “indisputable” and “mixed” ataxic groups by Student’s t-test (when not normally 

distributed by Mann–Whitney U test). We determined the inter-observer agreement between 

individual observers by Cohen’s kappa. We determined phenotypic inter-observer agreement 

between individual observers by Fleiss’ kappa. Since the present study design involved only a 

small agreement by change (involving seven observers, 40 participants, and 11 categories per 

participant), one may interpret (Fleiss’ and Cohen’s kappas) outcomes by the scale of Landis 

and Koch (<0.20 slight; 0.21–0.40 fair; 0.41–0.60 moderate; 0.61–0.80 substantial; >0.81 almost 

perfect).18,19 We compared percentage sub-scores according to disease progression by Kruskal–

Wallis test, followed by Mann–Whitney U tests if significant. All statistical tests were two-sided. 

We considered p values less than 0.05 as statistically significant.

phenotypic early onset ataxia assessment
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RESULTS

Patient characteristics
In one of the 40 included patients, all seven movement disorder specialists independently 

identified presence of dystonia instead of ataxia. This non-ataxic patient was subsequently 

excluded from further analysis. The “ataxia” data were thus obtained from the remaining 39 

patients. Subdivision according to “indisputable” and “mixed” ataxic phenotypes revealed 

19 patients in the “indisputable” and 20 patients in the “mixed” ataxic group. For patient 

characteristics, see Table I. 

Table I: Early Onset Ataxia: patient characteristics for indisputable and mixed ataxic phenotypes 

Indisputable
(n=19)

Mixed
(n=20)

Age (y)

    Median 15 13

    Lower – upper quartiles 10 – 19 10 – 18

Ataxia duration (y)

    Median 11 8

    Lower – upper quartiles 7 – 15 3 – 14

Ataxia onset (y)

    Median 4 3

    Lower – upper quartiles 1.5 – 8 1 – 11

SARA scores per ataxia progression

 Mild

    Median 6.5 2.5

    Lower – upper quartiles 5.3 – 7.9 1.3 – 4.8

 Moderate

    Median 10.3 9.5

    Lower – upper quartiles 9.3 – 14.4 8.8 – 13.5

 Severe

    Median 29.8 19.8

    Lower – upper quartiles 20 – 30.8 16 – 22.4

Legend: Indisputable phenotypes are recognized as primary ataxic by at least six out of seven observers (>80%). Mixed 
phenotypes represent the remaining patients. Mild, moderate, and severe ataxia progression involve the lowest (0–33%), 
middle (33–67%), and highest (67–100%) range of total Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia (SARA) scores. Age, ataxia 
onset, and ataxia duration did not statistically differ between both groups.

In the “indisputable” ataxic subgroup, we assessed underlying genetic and/or metabolic 

diagnoses in 14 out of 19 patients (74%), involving Friedreich ataxia (n=7), ataxia with vitamin 

E deficiency (n=1), Niemann-Pick type C (n=1), Neuropathy, Ataxia, and Retinitis Pigmentosa 
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mutation (NARP) (n=1), ataxia telangiectasia (n=1), Joubert syndrome (n=1), Kearns–Sayre 

syndrome (n=1), 17-β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase X deficiency (n=1), and unknown causes 

(n=5). In the “mixed” ataxic subgroup, the overall recognition of ataxia (either as the primary 

or secondary feature) was indicated by a mean of 4.5 observers (range 1–7). In 12 out of 20 

(60%) patients with “mixed” ataxia, we assessed underlying genetic and/or metabolic diagnoses, 

involving GOSR2 mutation (n=4), ataxia with vitamin E deficiency (n=2), TITF1 mutation (n=1), 

SPG11 mutation (n=1), CTNNB1 mutation (n=1), syndrome of Chediak Higashi (n=1), Huntington 

disease (n=1), and DYT6 mutation (n=1). The 8 out of 20 patients with “mixed” ataxia lacking a 

genetic diagnosis were associated with cerebellar malformation (n=1), conversion disorder (n=1), 

and unknown causes (n=6). Comparing “indisputable” and “mixed” ataxic subgroups for age, 

ataxia duration, and age at ataxia onset revealed no significant differences (median ages 15y and 

13y [p=0.35]; mean ataxia duration 12y and 9y [p=0.23]; median age at reported ataxia onset 4y 

and 3y [p=0.74], respectively). Comparing outcomes after stratification for age (≤18y and >18y) 

and for age at ataxia onset (0–2y, 3–12y, 13–20y)19 revealed no significant differences (for p values, 

see Table II).

Table II: Stratification according to age and to age of ataxia onset 

AOO
≤4 and ≥4 yrs*

AOO
0 – 2, 3 – 12, 13 – 20 yrs+ 

Age
≤18 and ≥18 yrs*

Indisputable or mixed 
phenotype 0.54 0.59 0.64

Ataxia progression 1.0 0.40 0.17

Age 0.09 0.41 n.a.

Age of ataxia onset n.a. n.a. 0.35

Legend: p-values for comparisons between subgroups of ages of ataxia onset and of age. AOO = age of onset; yrs=years; 
Indisputable phenotypes are recognized as primary ataxic by at least 6 of 7 observers (>80%). Mixed phenotypes represent 
the remaining patients. Ataxia progression concerning the lowest (0-33%), middle (33-67%) and highest (67-100%) range of 
total SARA scores. There are no significant differences between ages of ataxia onset and of age regarding allocation to the 
“indisputable” or “mixed” phenotype, ataxia progression, age and age of ataxia onset. na = not applicable, *=Mann Whitney 
U test, += Kruksal Wallis test.

Observer agreement on phenotypic assessment of ataxia
Observer agreement on the identification of ataxia was statistically significant (Fleiss’ kappa=0.45; 

95% CI 0.38–0.51). The strength of agreement was characterized as “moderate”, according to 

Landis and Koch.19 Pediatric neurologists showed the highest median agreement with other 

observers (Table III). Agreement on ataxia recognition as the primary feature was characterized 

as “moderate” (Fleiss’ kappa=0.51; 95% CI 0.44–0.58), and agreement on ataxia recognition as the 

secondary feature was characterized as “fair” (Fleiss’ kappa=0.21; 95% CI 0.14–0.28).

phenotypic early onset ataxia assessment
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Table III: Agreement between individual observers on the presence of ataxia

Type of 
recognition

Adult 
neurologists

Pediatric 
neurologists

Pediatrician 
with genetic 
experience

Trainees

Presence of 
ataxia

1 - 0.31 0.63 0.54 0.06 0.26 0.30

2 0.31 - 0.48 0.31 0.19 0.03 0.27

3 0.63 0.48 - 0.72 0.7 0.59 0.65

4 0.54 0.31 0.72 - 0.43 0.31 0.72

5 0.06 0.19 0.7 0.43 - 0.32 0.53

6 0.26 0.03 0.59 0.31 0.32 - 0.42

7 0.30 0.27 0.65 0.72 0.53 0.42 -

Median 0.31 0.29 0.61 0.48 0.35 0.32 0.48

Ataxia 
recognized
as primary 
movement 
disorder

1 - 0.59 0.44 0.41 0.63 0.45 0.50

2 0.59 - 0.59 0.36 0.43 0.36 0.28

3 0.44 0.59 - 0.48 0.40 0.62 0.41

4 0.41 0.36 0.48 - 0.58 0.61 0.66

5 0.63 0.43 0.40 0.58 - 0.41 0.57

6 0.45 0.36 0.62 0.61 0.41 - 0.57

7 0.50 0.28 0.41 0.66 0.57 0.57 -

Median 0.47 0.40 0.46 0.53 0.50 0.51 0.53

Ataxia 
recognized
as secondary 
movement 
disorder

1 - 0.42 0.25 0.42 0.32 0.01 0.37

2 0.42 - 0.40 0.10 0.35 -0.15 0.08

3 0.25 0.40 - 0.25 0.08 -0.10 -0.10

4 0.42 0.10 0.25 - 0.17 0.01 0.55

5 0.32 0.35 0.08 0.17 - 0.04 0.23

6 0.01 -0.15 -0.10 0.01 0.04 - 0.16

7 0.37 0.08 -0.10 0.55 0.23 0.16 -

Median 0.34 0.22 0.16 0.21 0.20 0.01 0.20

Legend: Inter-observer agreement (Cohen’s kappa) between individual observers. Median, the median agreement for each 
observer. Interpretation of outcomes according to Landis and Koch:19 <0.20 slight; 0.21–0.40 fair; 0.41–0.60 moderate; 0.61–0.80 
substantial; >0.81 almost perfect. Cohen’s kappa ≤0.311 is not significant (p>0.05).

Quantitative SARA assessment in association with phenotypic recognition
The median total SARA score was 9.5 (upper–lower quartiles 5.5–19). The median total SARA 

score for the “indisputable” ataxic subgroup was 14.8 (upper–lower quartiles 8.5–29.8) and for 

the “mixed” ataxic subgroup 8.6 (upper–lower quartiles 3–13.5) (Fig. 1a). Comparing total SARA 

scores and percentage SARA gait sub-scores (i.e. [SARA-gait sub-score/total SARA score] × 100) 

among “indisputable” and “mixed” ataxic subgroups revealed significantly higher outcomes in the 

“indisputable” ataxic group (total SARA scores: p<0.01; percentage SARA gait sub-scores: p<0.01) 
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(Fig. 1a,b). During mild EOA disease progression, percentage SARA gait sub-scores revealed 

signifi cantly higher outcomes in the “indisputable” than the “mixed” ataxic subgroup (p<0.01) 

(Fig. 1b). Comparing percentage SARA kinetic sub-scores (i.e. [SARA kinetic sub-score/total SARA 

score] × 100) between the “indisputable” and “mixed” ataxic groups revealed signifi cantly higher 

outcomes in the last group (p=0.02) (Fig. 1b). Comparing percentage SARA speech sub-scores 

(i.e. [SARA speech sub-score/total SARA score] × 100) between the “indisputable” and “mixed” 

ataxic groups revealed no signifi cant diff erences. In the “indisputable” ataxic subgroup, all sub-

score profi les were similar for mild, moderate, and severe disease progression. In the “mixed” 

ataxic subgroup, the percentage SARA gait sub-score diff ered signifi cantly between mild and 

moderate, and between mild and severe, disease progression (p=0.001 and p<0.01, respectively). 

For diff erences in “indisputable” and “mixed” sub-score profi les, see Figure 1b.

Figure 1: Scale for Assessment and Rating of Ataxia (SARA) scores by indisputable and mixed ataxia 
subgroups.

Legend: Indisputably ataxic patients are recognized as primary ataxic by at least six out of seven observers. Mixed ataxic 
patients represent the remaining patients. (a) Total SARA scores. The x-axis indicates total SARA scores. The y-axis indicates 
“indisputable” and “mixed” ataxic subgroups. Boxes represent median and lower–upper quartiles of total SARA scores; 
bars represent ranges of total SARA scores. Total SARA scores were signifi cantly higher in patients with “indisputable” than 
“mixed” ataxia (p<0.01). (b) Relative SARA sub-score percentage. The x-axis shows the individual SARA sub-scores expressed 
as the percentage of the individual total SARA score (percentage SARA sub-scores). The y-axis indicates ataxia progression. 
Mild, moderate, and severe ataxia progression involve the lowest (0–33%), middle (33–67%), and highest (67–100%) range 
of total SARA scores. Boxes represent median and lower–upper quartiles of percentage sub-scores; bars represent ranges 
of percentage sub-scores. During mild ataxia progression, patients with indisputable ataxia revealed signifi cantly higher 
percentage gait sub-scores than patients with mixed ataxia.
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Phenotypic EOA recognition in association with percentage gait sub-scores
In all patients of the “indisputable” ataxic subgroup, the percentage SARA gait sub-score was 

higher than 30% (Fig. 1b). Furthermore, ataxia was most often indicated as the primary feature 

of the movement disorder in patients with a percentage SARA gait sub-score >30% (26/31; 84%). 

Most patients with a percentage SARA gait sub-score <30% revealed another primary movement 

disorder than ataxia (6/8; 75%). Ataxia was more often the primary movement disorder feature 

in patients with percentage SARA gait sub-scores >30% than in patients with percentage SARA 

gait sub-scores <30% (p=0.001).

DISCUSSION

In the present pilot study, we addressed the question whether “Early Onset Ataxia” can be 

identified in a sufficiently reliable way and whether SARA sub-scales can support phenotypic 

EOA assessment. Results reveal statistically significant inter-observer agreement on the presence 

of EOA. However, according to the scale of Landis and Koch, the interpreted strength of the 

agreement appeared only “moderate”.19

The SARA gait sub-scale appeared supportive for phenotypic EOA assessment. During mild 

ataxia progression, a SARA percentage gait sub-score >30% was indicative of “indisputable” EOA. 

Additionally, a percentage SARA gait sub-score >30% referred to ataxia as the primary feature of 

the movement disorder.

In absence of a “criterion standard” for detection, insight into the reliability of phenotypic 

EOA assessment is warranted. In the present cohort of early “pediatric onset” EOA (i.e. median 

age at ataxia onset 3–4y), movement disorder professionals (from different disciplines) revealed 

a statistically significant phenotypic agreement, but only of limited strength (i.e. “moderate” 

according to interpretation by Landis and Koch19). Although this might seem acceptable in the 

perspective of the study design (in which agreement by chance approaches 0 instead of 0.5), 

supportive measures are needed to accomplish high-quality databases. Pediatric neurologists 

obtained the highest agreement with the other movement disorder specialists, suggesting that 

there is general consensus if pediatric neurologists would phenotype patients with “pediatric-

onset” EOA for international databases. However, since the assessor subgroups were small, future 

studies are needed to elucidate this point further.

An explanation for the moderate strength of inter-observer agreement could be that the 

pediatric EOA phenotype is highly heterogeneous. One explanation for this heterogeneity could be 

that children with EOA often present with mixed ataxic phenotypes.11–13 This can be understood by 

the interactions between the cerebellum and basal ganglia.20,21 For instance, there are interacting 

neurons projecting from the subthalamic nucleus to the pontine nuclei (influencing the input to the 

cerebellar cortex), and there are interacting neurons projecting from the dentate nucleus (an output 

stage of the cerebellum) via the thalamus to the striatum (influencing the input to the basal ganglia). 

These connections may relate to the mixed ataxic phenotype with hyperkinetic features.20,22

Another explanation for EOA heterogeneity might be deduced from the EOA concept itself. 

Since the EOA concept refers to the initiation of ataxia before the 25th year of life, there is an 
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enormous variety in the underlying etiologies involved (varying from congenital malformations 

in the newborn to dominantly inheritable disorders in the young adult). From this perspective, 

one might indicate that the EOA concept is unspecific for pediatric use. Analogous to literature 

on pediatric dystonia,17 we therefore attempted to stratify results for calendar age and for age at 

ataxia onset. Although this pilot study did not reveal discriminative results, it is advisory to await 

the results from larger databases before drawing a conclusion.

A secondary goal was to investigate whether quantitative SARA sub-scores could support 

phenotypic EOA assessment. During mild disease progression, our results revealed that percentage 

SARA gait sub-scores >30% discerned between “indisputable” and “mixed” EOA phenotypes. 

Additionally, percentage SARA gait sub-scores >30% appeared indicative for the presence of ataxia 

as the primary movement disorder feature. Considering our patient inclusion criteria, these results 

may be comprehended by the fact that we excluded for focally “acquired” cerebellar lesions (see 

“Patients” section within Method).16 In this perspective, general cerebellar involvement, including 

vermis dysfunction,23 would be expected. Since stance and gait are thus likely to be affected, gait 

assessment may be considered as important for phenotypic EOA assessment.

Comparing outcomes between the “indisputable” and “mixed” subgroups revealed a genetic 

diagnosis in 74% and 60% of the patients, respectively, which appears in line with previously 

published data.24,25 Interestingly, half (6/12; 50%) of the “mixed” ataxic children with a known 

underlying genetic disorder revealed either GOSR2 or ataxia with vitamin E deficiency gene 

mutations, which are recognized among ataxic movement disorders. The mixed phenotypic 

appearance may be understood by the longitudinal GOSR2 disease course, involving progressive 

myoclonic features by the age of 6 years and older.12,26 Since all included GOSR2 patients were 

6 years and older, assignment to the mixed ataxic subgroup appears comprehensive. Similarly, 

it is also known that ataxia with vitamin E deficiency phenotypes may change with age and/or 

treatment conditions.27 These rare diseases may thus illustrate the importance of longitudinal 

disease documentation, preferably by large international databases.

We recognize several limitations to this study. First, all observers were aware that included 

patients had been described with ataxia in UMCG records. However, the same situation will apply 

when potentially ataxic patients are presented for inclusion in international databases. Second, 

we included relatively few patients in the present pilot study. Since the EOA diagnosis involves a 

group of heterogeneous and rare disorders, this may illustrate why larger international datasets 

are needed. Finally, three observers had performed both SARA and phenotypic assessments 

(after an interval of more than 6 months). However, because SARA assessments concerned 

rough (uncalculated) scores, and because the observers were not allowed to review their data, 

it appears unlikely that this influenced the outcomes. This was also indirectly confirmed by the 

almost identical outcomes (>90%) of the observers who had not performed SARA assessments.

In conclusion, among movement disorder professionals from different disciplines, agreement 

on phenotypic EOA recognition is statistically significant, but only of limited strength. During 

mild disease progression, SARA gait sub-scores can support EOA recognition. Hopefully, future 

insight in phenotypic EOA assessment will contribute to the inclusion of high-quality data in 

longitudinal EOA databases.
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